
Cardiff Astronomical Society (CAS) visit to Glamorgan Archives to View Pen y Lan 

Telescope in storage. 

On Friday 2nd February 2024 five members of CAS, along with Dr Michael Roman of the University 

of Leicester, visited the Glamorgan Archives to view the Pen Y Lan Telescope which is currently 

being held in storage. 

The idea for the visit came about when Dr Michael Roman, who was visiting Cardiff to speak at 

a CAS lecture and has an interest in old telescopes, asked the CAS hospitality officer, Joan 

Payne, if she knew the whereabouts of the telescope as he was aware that there had been an 

observatory at Penylan but which no longer exists. 

Joan made enquiries and discovered that the remains of the telescope and a further portable 

telescope were being held in storage at the Glamorgan Archives in Cardiff. Joan then contacted 

the Archives and staff there were extremely helpful. They arranged for the telescope to be brought 

out of storage for the day and invited CAS members to come and view the items. 

CAS members and Dr Roman spent several hours looking closely at the items. All that remains 

of the large Newtonian scope are the 12-inch diameter mirror and the mirror support cell. See 

pictures. 

 

Figure 1. Mirror from Penylan Telescope                 Figure 2. Mirror support cell 

The mirror and cell are listed in the Archives as being acquired in 1882 by Franklen G Evans Esq, 

a member of the RAS. Prior to being acquired by Evans, the telescope had been built for the Rev. 

W Conybeare Bruce and was used by him for several years at St Nicholas in the Vale of 

Glamorgan. He had it built for his own uses in 1870 by the famous maker, George Calver. The 

name Calver is inscribed on the base of the mirror. In 1898 Evans offered the Telescope to Cardiff 

Council and the offer was accepted. It was placed in an observatory on land adjoining Penylan 

Reservoir, 200 feet above sea level to place it above the “smoke and haze of Cardiff”. A more 

detailed history, including photographs, of the Observatory can be found at the following 

reference:  

https://www.cardiffparks.org.uk/otheropenspaces/cyncoedgardens/info/observatory.shtml 

It is interesting to note that, presumable due to the absence of television, there were “hundreds 

per week” of visitors to the observatory. 

Archives staff kindly handled the mirror for us to view the reverse side and revealed lots of notes 

written over the years including a reference to the Comet Kohoutek. There is a reference on the 

https://www.cardiffparks.org.uk/otheropenspaces/cyncoedgardens/info/observatory.shtml


base to the mirror being measured to be f/7.5. This would make the original telescope to be about 

3 metres long, which is in keeping with the photographs taken of it in use. 

 

 Figure 3. Back of 12-inch mirror showing inscriptions. 

Also available for the visitors to view was a ~3.5-inch refractor mounted on a wooden tripod. 

This telescope generated considerable interest as there are several, presumably 

manufacturers’, names written on the various components making up the scope. There followed 

some enthusiastic measurement taking (thank goodness some people carry tape measures in 



their handbags) and internet searches of manufacturers’ names which resulted in more 

knowledge and more intrigue. 

 

Figure 4. Refracting Telescope on Tripod.  

One end of the Optical Tube has “F Burnerd and Co Putney” inscribed on it. According to 

Grace’s Guide to British Industrial History this company manufactured chucks, a type of device 

for holding metal in a lathe. However, an internet search revealed several refracting telescopes 

made by F Burnerd for sale in auctions.  The eyepiece is screwed into a long drawtube and is 

inscribed “John Browning, London”. John Browning (1831 – 14/12/1925) is recorded as a 



manufacturer of scientific instruments in the 19th and early 20th centuries. An image of a Mr Dan 

Jones sitting in front of the large telescope in the Penylan observatory shows the smaller 

refractor in the background. This image can be seen in the above hyperlinked document. 

 

 

Figure 5. CAS members in the Glamorgan Archives. 


